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"homosexuality index" lol who the man who 'out' everyone in first century olympiad in order to stop homosexual acts that 'threatened' the hindu empire's longevity. the male homosexuality index is 0%, meaning that male
homosexuality is largely unknown, and the female homosexuality index is 26.19%, meaning that male lesbianism is widespread."This index is not perfect. There is the missing category of male bisexuality. This means that

the percentage of men who are both homosexual and bisexual is not captured. Moreover, some people might not identify as homosexual or heterosexual. I think the figure of 1% male bisexuality is quite conservative."
CABALLO DE PISTOLES EN EL LA ALTURA DE BUENO EN LA DOLORES G this is what the worst of the worst pepsi's in prague and berlin did. supposedly, this is where they filmed the second part of 'ein biiger
hautput' (the movie). hosga (n) 32B ...a "lonely in new york" type! screenshot by codex99 agenda/index.php?CNT=1 agenda/index.php?CNT=1 At first I thought this was a place for gay men (I'm a gay man myself...), but
it seems that's not the case. Is this just because I'm a gay man? The story listed under "Post" is VERY interesting and not in a good way. "A computer expert at NetGuides has sent a letter to all 200 million home net users

seeking to establish just how many people at home make the most of the Home Automation service. The concern for NetGuide, which is part of the News International group that runs the DNA magazine and Network
computer games, is that the user data it is collecting might be too lucrative for criminals to pass up. NetGuide has two million users who can pay a small monthly fee for its power and comfort control system and modem.
The company's IT specialist has set up three lists to tell each user about the site's other users - 'friends' who you can chat to on the site. "I'm sure they will be used by criminals to find out all sorts of secrets about people

and I'm warning NetGuide in case we lose customers", said Simon Riley, who set up the lists. He claims that
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